Exercise 1.10  Syllable counting – phrase length identification – with carrier phrase

Instructions from the Speaker to the Listener
I will say these sentences with one of the three ending phrases. Listen to the sentence as I say it. Tell me or point to the word or phrase I used at the end of the sentence. (The Speaker chooses which answer to use.)

1  The game is ..........  here
     tomorrow
     in the afternoon

2  Did you see the ..........?  baby
     Christmas tree
     new teacher at school

3  The woman ..........  stayed home
     went for a walk
     moved to another country

4  The glass was ..........  empty
     completely broken
     filled with fresh strawberries

5  My friend is ..........  tall
     very happy
     away on a long trip

6  We baked ..........  bread
     muffins
     chocolate chip cookies

7  Where is the ..........?  door
     kitchen
     new computer

8  How many ..........?  pies
     little trucks
     one dollar bills